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The Indian Ocean, From backwater to strategic epicentre – (Nomos et Chaos,
Nomisma), in course of publication
A survey of geopolitical and economic developments in the Indian Ocean during 2009,
keeping in mind the growing importance of that region to the global economy and India’s
traditional but disputed supremacy there.
L’Inde, terre du mystere et la demesure (in French), (Xenophon, Cahiers de l’Epee,
Septembre 2009)
A panoramic presentation of India in its current situation, with special reference to its
geographic characteristics, history and culture as they shape its geopolitical role.
Shift in Global Power, the Rise of Eurasia, World Public Forum Dialogue of Civilizations,
Rhodes, October 2008
An aanlysis of the process of western social and economic decline and the concurrent
return of Asia to global centre-stage, interpreted in the light of Karl Schmitt’s theory of the
“Katechon”.
L’Inde a l’aube d’un monde multipolaire (in French) AFRI, vol. 7. 2006 (with Samuel
Berthet)
A review of India’s diplomacy, strategic ambitions, compulsions and guiding ideological and
pragmatic considerations, contending that the country is evolving a new, comprehensive
foreign policy and national security doctrine.
The First America vs. America First (World Affairs, vol. 9, no.2, Summer 2006).
A reversal of the process of domination of Latin America by the North may have begun with
the rise of ‘Indio-Latin” America, increasingly interconnected with other continents and
served by its vast natural resources, fast growing population and rich cultures.
L’India, chiave di volta di una Comunita asiatica (in Italian), Eurasia Rivista, no.2,2006
The article presents India in its diversity and also in its ancestral and modern unity and
argues that the economic coming together of Asia and Eurasian powers, including Russia,
implies the inclusion of India, the link – or gap - between the Middle East and the Far East
if this trend is not to be checkmated by the Western Alliance in its endeavour to maintain its
preponderance.
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. A French analyst and scholar based in new Delhi, India. Convener, World Affaris Journal;
Alexandre
Adviser, Indian Energy Controls Ltd. And Kapur Surya Foundation; a co-sponsor of the World
Public Forum Dialogue of Civilizations (Vienna and Moscow). He is also strategic adviser to ELT
(Italy), Deputy-Director, Euro-Asia Institute. In 2009 he was selected among India’s “thought
leaders” for the Ideas India Conclace organized by Aspen Institute and Confederation of Indian
Industry. His past associations include Tissot Economic Foudnation (Switzerland) and Business
Council for Sustainable Developmenr (Paris, France).

